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Kuttukaran Institute for Human Resource development (KIHRD), is incepted on 
30th October, 1987. This institution hails from the Popular vehicle services 
group which is a dealer of Maruti Suzuki.

KIHRD operates under the vision of “An endeavor to bring out excellence in 
individuals”

The Objective of the courses introduced at KIHRD is imparting skill based 
education which is aligned with current need of Industry, with a take away of 
employment. Institution operates at various verticals of regular courses of 
technical and management, Training to equip employable skills and corporate 
training for various sectors. 

For any organizations to grow and to keep pace with current needs and 
challenges of Industry employee performance is must. To align the employee 
performance as per the organizational mission training plays a pivotal role. 
Training improves potency of employees and ultimately helps the 
organizations to surge ahead with immense confidence to face competition.

Aligned with organizational needs KIHRD provides corporate training across 
the sectors in the areas of

     Human resources development & performance Management

     Inter personal skill development

     Women empowerment

     Communication skills

     Customer services (Sales & services)

     Technical training (Automobile)

     Logistics & supply chain management

     Dealership management



Prof. INDIRA J PARIKH
President
FLAME 

Prof. Indira J Parikh has done M.Ed from University of Rochester, New York USA 
and the Doctorate from Gujarat University. She was a faculty at 
IIM-Ahmedabad for over 30 years and Dean from 2002 to 2005. She has taught 
at INSEAD, Fontainebleau (France) and Texas A&M University. She has held 
various academic positions at IIM-A.  She has specialized in organization 
development and design, and institution building. She has designed and 
offered management and leadership development programs in public sector, 
private sector and multinational organizations. She has been a consultant to 
various national and international organizations. Prof. Parikh has travelled 
extensively on assignments across the continents and country. 

Prof. Indira J Parikh is the Founder President of FLAME at present. She has been 
involved in creating the academic vision and shaping FLAME. She has 
conceptualized the Center for Organizational Growth and Excellence (COGE) 
with its focus on thresholds of life, lifelong learning, development and growth. 
The focus of COGE is on transformation from entry to career transition at the 
end of working life. All the programs focus on transformation of individuals, 
groups and institution’s life, role and identity. 

She is a coach to many leading and upcoming organizations. Her current work 
focuses on facilitating learning and professionalization of Management. 

Prof. Parikh has been honored with several life time achievement awards both 
nationally and internationally. She has written numerous articles published in 
National & International Journals and is the co-author/ author of several 
books. 

Contact Person

Ms.Abitha Hemington
e - abitha@kihrd.com
t - 08138080022. 
 
Participation fee  Rs.5000/-

Major studies and review of literature proves that 53% of Indian women 
undergo huge stress and struggle to maintain equilibrium between 
professional and social life. Cause of concern of this stress could be ever 
increasing demands of organizations Vs never ending commitment towards 
family. This workshop aims at addressing these challenges of women and 
solutions to resolve it.

Purpose  

This workshop is focused on understanding and addressing the challenges of 
maintaining equilibrium between professional life and social life.

Objectives

   To understand pulls and pushes between profession and family.

   To address the challenges and solutions to maintain equilibrium between    
   professional life and social life.
 
Take away’s

   Courage and confidence to face challenges of professional and social life.

   Guidance to face dilemmas of Career and decision making.

   Encourages to take up multiple roles in profession and also to maintain 
   multiple roles in social life.

Indian labour market has witnessed a dramatic turn around after 
globalization. The impact of roles played by women leaders across the board is 
commendable. The traits of women like patience and persistence have helped 
them to come a long way in their professional career. However, In a 
transitioning society like India, where the traditional roles of women is 
assumed as home makers and caretakers are deeply entrenched the work 
effecting in imbalance of professional and social life of women and in turn. 
This workshop is an attempt to enrich a career focused women in facing this 
dilemma and give away insights to handle these challenges.


